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1. DOCUMENT REVISIONS 

 

DATE: VERSION REF: MODIFICATIONS: AUTHOR: 

05-Feb-08 5.0 Original document Jean-Marc Duc 

8-Oct-09 6.0 SkyFile Mail v7.5 new features Jean-Marc Duc 

Oct-10 7.0 SkyFile Mail v8.00 Jean-Marc Duc 

April-12 8.0 SkyFile Mail v8.20 Jean-Marc Duc 

07-June-12 8.1 Only internal mail allowed Jean-Marc Duc 

August 2014 8.2 Astrium design 

1.3 How to start SkyFile on a virtual 

machine? 

Jean-Marc Duc 

08-Jan-15 9 SkyFile Mail v9 Jean-Marc Duc 

01-Dec-16 10 SkyFile Mail v10 + Marlink brand Jean-Marc Duc 

22-Dec-16 13 Read & Write rights management Kevin Gil & 

Jean-Marc Duc  

 

2. NOTES 

 

This symbol          indicates important points. Please read carefully. 
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3. SKYFILE MAIL INSTALLATION IN A NETWORK 

3.1 USING SKYFILE MAIL WITH LAN WORKSTATIONS 

Define the hard disk drive of the PC connected to the Inmarsat terminal as a network resource. For 

instance, “c” for the local disk “C:”. 

Please see the built-in help of Windows for details how to create a network resource. On all other PCs 

within the local network, the “Autosync.exe” program can then be launched from the network, for 

example by using a desktop link instead of installing SkyFile Mail on all PCs. 

If the machine name of the PC with the cable to the satellite terminal is “PC1” and SkyFile Mail resides 

on its local drive “C:”, other workstations can access SkyFile Mail by simply using \\PC1\c\SkyFile 

Mail\autosync.exe as a desktop link. 

Alternatively, if workstations are using mapped drives like N: pointing to \\PC1\c, they can access SkyFile 

Mail using N:\SkyFile Mail\autosync.exe 

Typically each workstation uses its own sub-account name and thus has its own email address. It is also 

possible to access a specific mail account from different PCs alternatively, though this should not be 

done at the same time. 

To ensure that the mail list and the archive tree are automatically synchronized between all workstations 

with the internal firewall of Windows XP enabled, “File and Printer sharing” must be allowed in the firewall 

for local LAN addresses even if the sharing service is not really activated. 

If SkyFile Mail has been configured for an automatic dial-in with a specified timing or for using sub-

accounts, then the transfer module is started automatically on the PC connected to the Inmarsat 

terminal. This ensures that internal emails from one sub-account to another are delivered immediately 

without having to go through the satellite link. 

 

3.2 USING SKYFILE MAIL ON A TERMINAL SERVER 

For running SkyFile Mail in a terminal server environment, the program SlotProx in the SkyFile folder 

must always be running. It can be launched either as a normal application from a local account on the 

terminal server PC, or as a service, which is recommended. To launch SlotProx as a service, please 

follow these steps: 

 Make sure you are logged in locally at the server with administrative privileges.  

 Select "Run..." from the Windows start menu and enter c:\skyfile\slotprox -i (adjust the 

path if required).  

 Use the Services applet of the Windows control panel to start the service "Mailslot Proxy".  

 Using the SkyFile client in this local admin session, install the SkyFile fax printer driver.  

 The SkyFile transfer host should always run in a local session with standard user privileges, e.g. 

using a Start-up link for this user to host32.exe (but not for all users!).  

file://///PC1/c/skyfile/autosync.exe
file://///PC1/c/skyfile/autosync.exe
file://///PC1/c
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A terminal server has its pros and cons. While the centralized administration is often seen as the main 

advantage, compatibility problems of some programs, a slower response of applications and the 

increased network load are downsides. Please refer to the Microsoft knowledge base for more 

information. We do not generally recommend to run SkyFile Mail in the terminal server mode. 

 

3.3 HOW TO START SKYFILE ON A VIRTUAL MACHINE AS A SERVICE 

The menu function “install as a service” does not work, if you are using a remote session. This is a 

protection against misuses on Windows terminal server and similar situations. It is strictly recommended 

to use this function while you are physically in front of the computer. 

If this is not possible because: 

 There is no physical keyboard/mouse/monitor (server in a rack). 

 The server is a virtual machine and there is no physical usage possible by definition 

Then, you can open a command line (with admin privileges). Sear for cmd.exe and after a right click, 

select “run as administrator”. Then go to the SkyFile directory, and enter the following command: 

“host32.exe –i” 

This will install it as a service if it is allowed. Otherwise you will get an error message with the error 

reason. 

To uninstall it later, you can enter “host32.exe –u” 

 

4.  READ & WRITE RIGHTS MANAGEMENT 

In this part of the document, we describe the procedure to protect the SkyFile folders against potential 

captures and copies of private and personal information or emails. 

 

4.1 STANDARD NETWORK CONFIGURATION 

In this setup, the master pc is named WELFARE-PC and the credential used on this pc is named CC. 

The master subaccount is named ‘master’ in SkyFile Mail. 

The slave pc is connected to the network with a different access and is used for the subaccount ‘sub1’in 

SkyFile. 
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4.1.1 Setup on the master pc 

Sharing the SkyFile Mail folder: 

For a network installation of SkyFile, it is necessary to share the folder SkyFile Mail for every 

machine/user on the network. 

By default, the folder SkyFile Mail is located under C:\. Right-click on it to display the available options 

and click on Properties: 

 

  

A Smaller window will open, click on Sharing in the top panel and then click on share: 
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On the next page, you will have to add a line for everyone. Once this line is added, you will have to 

select the Read/Write access and click on Share in order to save the modification. 

 

 

4.1.2  Setup on the slave pc 

 

On the slave pc, a shortcut to the file autosync.exe must be created. 

On the screenshot below, you can see the complete folder SkyFile Mails shared over the network and 

displayed from the slave pc. 
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4.2 VULNERABILITY 

 

This standard setup cause a vulnerability in the system: as the SkyFile Mail folder is shared with 

read/write access, the entire folder can be copied/pasted from the master pc to any other computer over 

the network (see screenshots below): 

 

Copy of the SkyFile Mail folder (located on the master pc) from the slave pc: 

 

 

 

Transfer of the slave pc under the folder ‘Folder 1’: 
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Result of the copy/paste on the slave pc: 

 

 

The vulnerability observed is that each folder for each subaccount is available from anywhere on the 

network, including the folder for the master subaccount. The consequence is that the emails can be read 

from another station by another user. 

 

4.2.1 Correction of the vulnerability 

In order to correct this vulnerability, it is necessary to change the permissions on some folders under 

SkyFile Mail so they can be accessed only by its owner. 

This will restrict the access for every user for its own folder thus, protecting all his private archives and 

emails. 

In the example below, we will restrict the access for the master subaccount so he can be the only one 

accessing his emails. 

Then we will restrict the access for the subaccount sub1 so he can access his folder only. 
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4.2.2 Restriction for the master subaccount 

On the master computer, get in the folder SkyFile Mail and select the folder for the master subaccount. 

Then follow again the steps from the part 1.1 in order to reach the window to configure the read/write 

access. 

This time, you must remove the line named everyone and make sure that only the credential for the 

master has a read/write access to its folder: 

  

 

Once you click on share, the folder master will be displayed with a small lock on it to show the new 

restriction.  

 

4.2.3 Restriction of another subaccount 

On the master computer, you will have to create an account on the computer, for this example, we will 

use and create the user subaccount 1 and it will have access to the subaccount sub1 of SkyFile Mail. 
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Then get into the the folder SkyFile Mail, select the concerned subaccount and follow again the steps 

from the part 1.1 in order to reach the window to configure the read/write access. 

Remove the line for everyone if it has been added and add the line with the account created in the 

previous step (subaccount 1 here). 

 

 

Click on share in order to save the modification. 

 

Then on the slave pc, you will be able to observe the following: 

When you will try to launch SkyFile Mail, it will ask for the network password. Enter the credentials of 

the account created previously on the master pc. 
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SkyFile Mail will start and you will be able to login with the subaccountfor wich you have the permissions 

(sub1 in this example) 

 

In addition, if you check the shared folder from the slave pc, you will be able to see only the folder for 

your subaccount. 
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5. SUB-ACCOUNTS – ADMINISTRATION WINDOW 

5.1 SUB-ACCOUNTS – DESCRIPTION 

 

This feature is very helpful when you have a group of SkyFile Mail users on a single PC or in a local 

area network (LAN). While e.g. onboard a ship the standard email address simply is 

<shipname>@SkyFile.com, sub-accounts allow an additional name and a dot before this standard 

address, such as: <subaccount>. <shipname>@SkyFile.com.  

This allows different persons or parties (e.g. charterer or crew-members) onboard having their own 

personal email addresses (e.g. charterer.vessel@SkyFile.com). 

The administration of sub-accounts is handled via the menu “Subaccount” “Subaccount configuration…”. 

Here you can create, edit and delete sub-accounts. 

 Corporate 

 Private 

 Prepaid & MyMail  

According to your own usage or needs, you can display “All” categories or only part of them. To display 

the sub-account category needed, please click on one or several box(es). 

 

 

 Send a copy of all messages to the master sub-account: For control reasons a copy of all 

messages from and to corporate sub-accounts (see "Sub-accounts – creation 1") can be copied 

into the master sub-account message list. So the captain will be able to control all transferred emails 

on-board the vessel. 

It is now possible to select the mail direction.  
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The master can be in copy of ship-to-shore and/or shore-to-ship emails. (1) 

 

 Message without sub-account addressing to master sub-account: Once sub-accounts are 

created, messages without the sub-account addressing, e.g. "vessel@SkyFile.com" will still be 

received by the master sub-account if this option is selected. (1) 

 Master sub-account: Following the creation of sub-accounts, it is mandatory to select “Master sub-

account”. Some features are linked to the master sub-account, e.g. after sub-account creation, all 

current messages will be copied to this master sub-account. Only the responsible person for 

onboard communications, e.g. the captain, should be able to access this sub-account. 

 Separate pricing for each subaccount: With SkyFile Mail v9 and higher the price can be defined 

per sub-accounts or globally. If the option “Separate pricing for each subaccount” is selected the 

user shall configure each subaccount independently. (2) 

 

5.2 SUB-ACCOUNTS – CREATION 

SkyFile Mail differentiates between 4 categories of sub-accounts: 

 Corporate: Messages of these sub-accounts may be accessed by the captain (master sub-

account); they are shown in the web mail interface. 

 Private: These sub-accounts are fully private and cannot be accessed by the captain. With SkyFile 

Mail v7.5 and higher private sub-accounts are shown in the SkyFile webmail interface. Only the 

owner is able to check messages in his private sub-account. For crew/passenger emailing, please 

always define these sub-accounts as “private”. 

 Prepaid: These sub-accounts are usable with an Marlink Universal Card™. In general the usage 

is dedicated to crew-members or passengers. Sub-accounts are fully private and protected by a 

mandatory password. 

 MyMail: With SkyFile Mail v7.5 and higher the master has the possibility to create MyMail prepaid 

account. This mobile account is not linked to one specific SkyFile Mail master account anymore. 

The user is able to move to another vessel and can still use the same email address. 

1 

2 

1 
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 Description: Name of the sub-account holder, such as "cook" 

 Sub-account name: The part of the email address in front of the first dot, such as "cook". The 

email-address will then be e.g. "cook.victoria-star@skyfile.com". 

 Password (optional): If you define a password here, the user has to enter this sub-account 

password to access his private message list. 

 Private sub-account: To create a "private" sub-account, please select this field, otherwise the sub-

account will be "corporate". If you choose "private", the respective password has to be changed by 

the private user as soon as he enters his message list for the first time (indicated by "User must 

change password"). This ensures that the captain or the administrator is not able to access emails 

in private sub-accounts.  

 User must change password: if selected the user will be invited to change his password at the 

first connection. This makes the subaccount fully private. 

 Access to shared archives: Please deselect this option in case the sub-account may not access 

the shared archives e.g. for passenger sub-accounts. Billing based on message size: With this 

selection you can choose, whether this sub-account shall be billed duration-based (in minutes) or 

volume-based (in Kbytes). This selection only has an influence on the onboard-billing feature. The 

general monthly bill from Marlink will always be duration based. 
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 Only internal emails allowed: if this option is selected the user won’t be able to send and receive 

any external emails. Only internal emails with and without attachment will be accepted.  

“Internal emails” means “emails within the local network on-board the ship”. 

 Sending emails allowed: the captain can here restrict the usage of this subaccount to incoming 

emails only. If the option is not selected, the user won’t be able to send any emails. The usage can 

be restricted to emails only without attachment. 

 Receiving emails allowed: the captain can here restrict the usage of this subaccount to outgoing 

emails only. If the option is not selected, the user won’t be able to receive any emails. The usage 

can be restricted to emails only without attachment. 

If the reception of attachments is disallowed, the user will receive the body of the mail anyway. A 

short notice, delivered within an attachment, will inform the receiver that the original attachment 

has been removed because of the internal policy applied on-board the ship. Furthermore, the 

sender of the mail will be informed by a notification that the mail body has been delivered and the 

attachment filtered. 

Please consult the notifications in annex. 

 Allowed to start mail exchange: This option selects whether a sub-account is allowed to initiate 

a dial-in (this is usually done by the master sub-account).  

Please note: If this option is activated, this sub-account gets at the same time access to the SkyFile 

Mail administration menus. 

 Keep a copy of all SMTP/POP3 emails in SkyFile (SkyFile Mail Premium only): please select this 

option is you wish to keep a copy of all incoming and outgoing emails in SkyFile Mail. Emails will 

be stored in your alternate email program AND in SkyFile Mail. 

 HTML formatted mails allowed (POP3/SMTP): if the subaccount is used by a POP3-based client 

program, HTML-formatted emails can be allowed here. Otherwise the server will convert them to 

plain text which saves some satellite transfer volume and time. 

 Deliver a log via POP3 for sent emails: If this option is activated a short notification will be sent 

to your alternate email program when the emails are sent to the shore over the air. 

 Mail size: Please select the mail size accepted for this sub-account. You can select: 

- No attachment: In that case this sub-account won’t have the possibility to send any 

attachment. 

- 0,1MB 

- 0,3 MB 

- 1,0 MB 

- No limit 
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 Limit: If you enter a limit, no mails can be sent or received from this sub-account in case the online 

time, byte counter or money counter has exceeded this limit. “0” means the sub-account is 

unlimited.  

Please note that the reception of emails stops only after the next dial-in after the limit has been 

reached! So it might happen that the limit set will be exceeded for a certain amount. 

 Money-based limit: Enables the captain to enter a money-amount as a limit, based on the 

previously entered crew-fee (price per min/Kbyte). 

 Monthly limit: If you choose a limit, the online time, byte counter or money counter will be 

automatically reset at the end of the month. After this reset the limit is again available for the next 

month. This makes sense in case of a regular monthly billing of the sub-account users. 

 Clear online/byte counter: In case the monthly limit is not selected, the online time can be reset 

by pressing this button. This makes sense in case a crew-member has paid the bill in the middle of 

the month to get a new credit. The current online time, byte counter or money counter is displayed 

for your information on the right hand side of this button. 

To configure the price please go to “Price Configuration”  

 

 Always bill mail volume: if selected the bill of this-sub account will be done on email volume and 

the price determined by the one mentioned in the field “Price per Mbit”. 

 Always bill connection times: if selected the bill of this sub-account will be done on email 

connection-time and the price determined by the one mentioned in the field “Price per minute”. 

 Billing mode depends on real connection type (LCR): if selected both prices are taken in 

consideration by the software and will be displayed in the user-bill according to the connection 

done. 

 Price per minute: The crew-fee per minute, based on the currency in the next field. This fee is not 

applied to internal emails. 

 Price per Mbit: the crew-fee per Mbit, based on the currency in the next field. This fee is not applied 

to internal emails 
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 Minimum price: This fee will be simply added to every single email sent from this sub-account. 

This fee is not applied to internal emails. 

 Currency: Please enter the currency here, e.g. "EUR", “€”, "USD" or “$” 

 

5.3 HOW TO KEEP ORIGINAL ROOT-ACCOUNT? 

By default the original root address (e.g. neptun@SkyFile.com) is replaced by the master sub-

account, as soon as the first sub-account has been created. In case customers want to keep the 

root address (neptun@SkyFile.com) the master sub-account must be set as 

neptun.neptun@SkyFile.com. The shore-side will then receive mails sent from 

neptun@SkyFile.com.  

Example:  

Root account = neptun (neptun@SkyFile.com) 

If you want to keep it, set master sub-account to = neptun.neptun@SkyFile.com.  

If “Message without sub-account addressing to master sub-account” is selected, the message 

received on shore will be neptun@SkyFile.com  (Instead of neptun.neptun@SkyFile.com) 

 

5.4 SUB-ACCOUNTS – ONBOARD BILLING 

In case a sub-account is used by a crew-member or a passenger for private issues, in most cases ship-

owners re-invoice the user for the used online-time. In order to enable the captain to provide him with a 

bill at any time including a detailed invoice, SkyFile Mail produces onboard-bills by choosing "File"-

>"Billing…", selecting the needed sub-account and month, and then press "Calculate". 

 

Each single message (email, SMS, Fax) will be displayed with the respective duration or volume and 

the price for the respective data call, even if several messages were transferred within one data-call: 

mailto:neptun@SkyFile.com
mailto:neptun@SkyFile.com
mailto:neptun.neptun@SkyFile.com
mailto:neptun@SkyFile.com
mailto:neptun@SkyFile.com
mailto:neptun.neptun@SkyFile.com
mailto:neptun@SkyFile.com
mailto:neptun.neptun@SkyFile.com
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Each sub-account optionally receives either a duration based (per minutes) or a volume-based (per 

kByte) bill. For details, please refer to chapter "Sub-accounts - creation". 

Please note: The values, stated in this bill may differ from the general monthly bill issued by Marlink, as 

the entered rates are user-defined; peak/off-peak times are not taken into account and the call duration 

may differ (sometimes 10% or more) from the real call duration of the land earth station. 
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5.5 SUB-ACCOUNTS – SUB-ACCOUNT MONITOR 

In case you have created several sub-accounts onboard, the sub-account monitor helps you to maintain 

the overview. The sub-account monitor is accessed via SkyFile Mail menu "Subaccount"->"Subaccount 

monitor". 

 

The monitor gives a list of all sub-accounts with the following respective info: 

 New: number of new unread messages 

 In: number of received messages in the "new"-archive 

 Out: number of messages which will be sent in the next data transfer 

 Out size: volume of all messages which will be sent in the next data transfer 

It is possible to reduce the size of the list by selecting one or several type(s) of subaccount(s). For 

instance, only “Corporate” or “Private and Prepaid” 

In the sub-account monitor window you can simply double-click on an arbitrary line, to switch to the 

respective sub-account. 
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Abbreviations: 

 C   = Corporate 

 P   = Private 

 S   = Prepaid 

 ~[account]  = Prepaid MyMail 

Please note: In case you open the sub-account monitor while being in the master sub-account, you will 

be able to easily access all corporate sub-accounts without entering the sub-account password. This 

enables the captain, to conveniently check all corporate sub-accounts, to decide which data should be 

sent before dialing-in, or which data have been received after dial-in. 
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6. ANNEX  

Delivery notification in case reception of attachments is disallowed by ship’s policy. 

The sender receives a first notification. The attachment has been filtered. 

 

The sender receives a second notification when the mail-body has been delivered to the recipient. 

 

The recipient receives the mail-body + a text-file in an attachment 
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The recipient is informed that the attachment has been filtered. 
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8. NEED SUPPORT? 

If you have any questions, please contact your Key Account Manager or Marlink Service Desk: 

 

Email:  Servicedesk@marlink.com  

EMEA:  +33 (0)1 70 48 98 98 

Americas:  +1 (310) 616-5594 

 +1 855 769 39 59 (toll free)  

Asia Pacific:  +65 64 29 83 11 

 

mailto:Servicedesk@marlink.com

